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ABS TR A C,T 

The total yield of the charged pions prodnce& 1a (n=p) col-
.. 

, lisions at the ·effective neutron energy 586 MeV has been measured 

in the laboratory angle range from 15° up to 120°0 The total cross 

. section for positive and negative pion production which was found 

from the obtailled data under the assuxpption of chargN symmetry 

of nuclear forces is 

The process of charge4 pion production in neutro~-proton 

collisions has not been studied in detailo The suffioiently comp

lete investi-gatiop. .. ~~' be~~ carried out onl7 at the fitt.ltron ener-

- gy 409 M;vl/ o At the energy close to 600 MeV only one research 

has been performed earliero2/ In this research the method of 

nuclear emulsions was usedo The spectra and yields of positive 

rh 900* ( ) and negative pions outgoing at the angle \j.l ·~ lab .,system 

from the liquid hydrogen target irradiated by the neutrons from 

the 670 MeV proton "charge-exchange" have been measured., The com

paratively small cross section for meson production, three partic

les in. the finite state of the reactions under investigation, and 

the non=monoergic neutron beam used in the exper1ments create 
. . 

great difficulties in the Slldy of the positive and negative pion 

production in (n-p) collisionso Neverthel~ss, the detailed study 

of (n=p) ~ollisions at the nucleon energies which considerabl~ 

exceed the threshold for meson production requires the investigat

ion of these prodess o' The study of meson production in neutron

proton collisions is also of interest frQm the standpoint of in-

* The angle rt;, is measured with respect to the direction 
of neutron beam incident on the targeto 
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westigating the nucleon-nucleon interaction in different isoto~ 

pie spin states (T =. 0 and T; l)o 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The measurements were made at the synchrocyclotron of the 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Researoho The neutron beam used in 

these experiments was obtained by the charge exchange scatte:t•-, 

ing of the 680 MeV protons on the berrilium targeto Th<B energy 

distribution of neutrons in the beam has the maximum at the ener= 

gy 600 MeV and the half=~idth lJO MeVoJ/ 

To determine the diff~rential cross section for the charged 

pion production in (n=p) collisions the ratio of the total num~ 

ber of positive .and negative pions Nn to the number of the 

recoil protons Np ~merged from the polyethelene target at 

the given angle t as a result of (n=p) collisions has be~n 

measuredc Then the differential cross section for pion product= 

ion has been found by the obtained ratio and by the differential 

cross section o:f elastic (n-p) scattering measured by the authors 

earlier.4/ 

To measure the pion yield the poly@thelene and graphite tar-· 

gets were placed in the neutron beamo The charged particles emer-
e 

ged from the targets were detectede The diffrence of the numbers 

o:f particles detected from the polyethelene and graphite targets 

gives the total flux of the charged particles emerged from the tar

get as a result of (n-p) collisionse The estimate has _shown that 

this flux is mainly determined at the given neutron energy by the 

. number of the recoil protons and pions incident on the detectoro 

't· 



It turned out that the admixture of nmons and 'fJ> --=particles 

which appear as a result of pion decay under the experimental 

conditions does not exceed 10~15% oi the number of pionso This 

made it possible to neglect the admixture of ·}A- and _ft, = 

particles and to regard in the first approximation all the par= 

ticles different from the recoil protons to be pionso The cor

responding corrections are introduced into the results of the mea-. 

surements furthero 

The separation of pions and recoil protons was made either 

by the rangms or by the velocitieso The range separation was 

used at the angles ~ '1)(30° 

At the angles 60<~<15° the pion separation was made by 

velocitiese 

In accordance with the two above=mentioned ways of pion se= 

"Qaration two types of detectors we:re used (Table l)o The usual 

telescope of three scintillation counters in coincidence was 

used as a deteotorsi at large angles f> ~ 60°0 The estimates ma= 
. 2/ ,J..,. de by the data have shown that at the angles~>/ 60° this de= 

teeter counted the overwhelming majority of pions even if the thre= 

shold of the telescope was increased up to the maximum energy of 

the recoil protons by means of the absorbero 

To measure the yield of the charged mesons at the angles 

$ < 60° the separation of pions was made by velocity select= 
1tlt,t$ 

ForYthe second counter of the telespope was replaced by a ingo 

Cerenkov coun~ere (Figo 1) o .,Other counters were scintillation ones~ 

To determine the total yield of the charged particles it became 

necessary to replace the Cerentov counter of the detector for the 
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scintillation oneo !n order that the geometry of the detector 

does not change when replacing the counters and the replacement 

may be done quickly- both counters had only one phoiomult1pl1er 

! FEU-19-Mo The phosphorus of the sointillation c<nmter was placed 

' before the ·photocathode just behind the radiator of ·the Cerenkov 

' ,i'ounter. At the angle cp = 15° the recoil ·protons of the maximum 

energy may be detected by the Cerenkov countero In this case the 
,.. 

correction which takes into account the f#action of the detected 

protons was introducedo The geometr,- of the dete~tor provided for 

the angular resolution J0
o The energetic thresholds o:t the de

tector at different angles ar~ given.in Table lo 

Table I 

~~--~-~~~.~~~~--------------~-------------=-=====--------=~=---
Energetic threshold 

Angle of pion of the detector for Notes 
output~(labosys)e pions (MeV) 
-----CE-------------.----~~~-.-~------~~~c.-=--~---~=-=-

15° 

30° 

45° 

60° 
goo 

1 ao5" 

78 0 
I 

78,0 

78,5 

65 
3 '7 

37 

\{ 

The detector is a Cerenkov 
counter (water) and two scin
tillation counters in conciden
ce 

~ 

The detector is a Cerenkov 
counter(plexiglass) and two 
scintillation counters con
nected in coicidenceo 

The detector is three scintil
lation counters connected in 
concidenceo 

-••••••••=••••z••=•••••••••••••••••••============~=======----·-·-

I' 



The polyetbeliiilUl and graphite di:::ks with the ®qual stopping 
~

power served as aoattererso The polyethelene scatterer was Oo9 g/e'lll'-

thick at the angles -~~ ·, 45° and J o2 g/cm2 at the angles_ 45° o 

Copper and tungsten plates were used as absorberso 

In accordance with the above=mentioned the measurements 

were made in the following wayo First of all under the con41t1ons 

of the experiments on the measurement of the dif.ferent ial elastic, 

(n-p) scattering cross section4/ the total flux of charged parti~~ 

ies which were incident on the detector at the given intensity ot 

the beam as a result of (n=p) collisions has been determinedo A 

usual difference experiment CH2 =C was arrangedo Then the 

detector was placed urider the conditions when the recoil protons were 

not detected and the total pion yield was measuredo The regime 
'l 

of the detector necesssry for this v.ra.s achieved as it was men= 

tioned. above either by increasing the telescope threshold up to 

the maximum energy of the recoil protons (the measurements at 

the angles cl: ',, 60~), or the replacement of the second telescope 
V \ 

counter for the Cerenkov countero When determining the pion yteld 
0 0 0 · at the angles 15 , JO, 45 9 a special attention in the experiment 

was paid to the measurement of the ba~kgrojndo Except the usual 

measurments of the background from the real and accidental coin= 

cidences it became necessary to measure the backeround which was 

due to the :fact that the detector detected an appreciable fraction 

of the recoil protons incident just on the photocathode of the 

photomultiplier of- the Cerenkov countero At the angle of 60° the 

general background was less than 5% and grew up to 20% of the 

number of mesons incident on the detector from the polyethelene 
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target at the angle of 1,0 • 

The constancy of the n@~t~on beam intensity during the 

measurements was controled With the help of the ionization cha■0 

ber placed in the beam and connected with the integr~ing circuito 

(Fig.l)~ 

RESULTS AND THEIR TREATMENT 

The determination of' thie t(;t_~l c_ross gectiiono Befo:.:·e the 

results of the measurementa might be used fer th® ~~termination 

of the total cross section for p16n production, th~t follo~ing 

comrections a.re necessary: 

I. The correction for the admixtur~ of p. =-mesons and 

electrons. A
8 

was pointed out earlier, among the charged particle@ 

incident into the detector besides protons and pions there were 

present f~ -mesons and electrons in small quantity. The number 

of electrons detected b1 the detector together with pions was 

determined by computing in accordance with the data5I under the 
n 

assumption that the angular distribution of .Tf -mesons in the 

Cemeso of the colliding nucleons is 0~2 ~ cos2v • It was 

. also taken tnto accopt that about l.5i o,f the total number of 
·O 

Jr -mesons decay.......-s according to the second mode of deoayo 

The admixture o~ ~- -mesons was evaluated according to the known 

pion yield and to the calculated angular distribution of 0 -

mesonso 

2. The correction for the proton admixture~ It was intro= 

auced onl.7 at the angle of 15° where the most energetic recoil 

protons may be detected by the Cerenkov countero The correction 

' 

\J 

v 

}, 
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) was determined by the known neutron spectrum and by the found 

dependence of the Cerenkov counter efficiemty upon the velocitie~ 

of particleso (Figo 2)o 

Jo The corrections for the presence of particles in pion 

spectrum the energies of which are below the detector thresholdo 

These corrections were determined by the pion spectra calculated 

according to the data21 llll:der the assumption that the pion spect

rum in the Oomoso of the colliding nucleons does not depend upon 

the angle of the meson outputo The calcuktect correction coeffic~ents 

are given in the third line of Table 2o These coeffiojents were 

calculated again also under the assumption that the pion spectra 

from the rea~tions P + P ~ ff~P' n + p 'and n + p ........,,.,..._ n++ 2n, 

n + p ~~ n+ 2p are ident1®alo* The magnitudes practically coinci~ 

ding•with those given in Table 2 have been obtainedo 

4o The corrections for the recording efficiency due to the 

different. absorption of pions and protons in the detector absorber 

and to the inefficiency of the Cerenkov oountero The magnitudes 

of the corrections were. determined experimentally on the beqms 

of pions and protons of the corresponding mean energieso 
-

5. The corrections for /]T-µ.j' detayo The correction coeffi-

cients are cal~ulated according to the known pion lif~time, the 

spectra found under the above-mentioned assumptions in J being 

taken into acoounto 

Strictly speaking~ when considering the results of the mea

surements it would have been necessary to take also into aooount 

* This is !ikely to oocur at the energies
1

oonsiderably exceed~ 
ing the meson production threshold, see, eogo 16) 
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the error which is due to somewhat different probability cf the 

absorption_of positive and negative pions in mattero The estimate 

made by the d~ta1 7 1 ~ howev'er 7 shows t:b..a.t the error due to the abo

ve mentioned circumstance is very small under the conditions cf 

the experiment and may be neglectedo 

The corrected results after the integration over aneles 

provided the charge symmetry of the nuclear fc~ces give the value 
-~ · · -27 2 G"(~p-~n )=G(np--n-)=(2,0±0)5)10 cm 

fer the total cross section of positive and negative pion product-

ion in.(n-p) collisions 

T a b 1 e " t:.. 

-A~~1;---cp-0 _J __ i5 ________ jo ______ 45-~-=]=--s60---~--=90--I-i20-
Co;;::;;;;;1;;;----~I------- ---r- __ ___1 ___ ~ 
for admix- I o I · I 11"11 ture of muons 0,9 o,e 0,9 ,92 o,90 v,88 
and electrons -~-----------~~---------- ------P--....----- --~----~ , t 

Correction · 
for ·proton. 0,15 
admixture . ~----~~-~---~~-------~~-~-----~---------~~---~-~-4-m~~~-rm 
C-orrection 
for pions 
with the 
energy 
b_elow the 
detector 
threshold . ~-------------$Id---------
Correction for 
recording · 1,21 

------P-~------
1 21, 
' 

1,20 

_ l 9 25 

---------~-------

~!!1£1:~!!£;2:_~------------
Correction ; 

1 0
j [--~-~;----~~;---,---~-;~-

~--------
1,06 

--=-

-~ 

1995 

--
-0.~c::;.1 

l~l 
--QD=~ f£r_~~£~l----~---~----~~-~-:~---~~--!~~~---•--~--

. f.l,Jl /
0 

o/o ·• -• ·s,6tJ,5 19-_t2,J : 1J,7t.2,7 1 9,7:t.0,5 4-4±.1, J* I 4 ~ J±. 
~~~~~~---~~----~------~~~~-~---~----=----~--- ±,0~9* . . •., =---~---------------------------------------~----=---------=-~-=-~ 
~a.=-,~~------~----~---~ 

* Pion yield is determ!ned with respect to the yield of the 
reco11 · protons at q:> = 60 o ~ 

" 

~ 



Apart from this, the total cross sections of the react~ 

ions under investigation may be determined also by the pion 

yield found for the so-cal~ed )sotropic"'· angle81, 1., e o,, ·the 

. angle for which t~re exist the ratio 

between the dUferential cross section On(11) and the total cross 

sectiono The "isotropic" angle 1-h may be.easily found if one 

takes into acoou:nt according to the obtained data that the angu9'.'. 

lar distribution of pions (in the C11all0So) is unlikely to involve 

the terms higher than cos2 -J- and may be written in a form: 

where J, is the angle of outg"oing meson, a and bare the 

\ 

constants, -J-l is_ known to be equal to arc cos -~ and corresponds 
~3 

in)our case to the angle q:>: J0° (labosys). If one~akes use of 

· the magnitude J\(,rr. for this angle given in Tallle 2, then the. 
Np 

total cross section is found to be equal to 

I 

(5 ( n p --n + ) ::. (5 ( n p ~ n'"") = ( 2.
1 

2. 0 ± OJ 4 4-) l O -
2 7 

c m2 

The obtained galues of the cross sections are rather close to 

each othero This is very likely to point out that the assumtp

ions under which the above-mentioned values have b_een obtained 

do not introduce any serious distortions into the pion angular 

distributiono 

The determination of the· effective energyo In the method 

of the measu,rments employed the detector detected the pions produc-

ed in collisions of particles the energies of which 
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.changed in a r~hher wide energy range from JOO up to 670 MeVo 

The problem about the determination of the mean effective energyo 

[ eff _ was therefore of special interest o To dete7mifue E~f'J 

ef~ its dependence upon the form of the excitation function of 

the invest·igated reaction at the given form of tho energetic 

neutron spectra has been foundo The excitation function was taken 

· in the f orm9/ .. 
fQ 

5( hp ➔ H'Zl"') ~ •1 
. . ~at~ 

where ,111\@~is the maximum value of the pion 

(9) 

momentum in th~ Co 

moSo It has been found that under the given conditions the mean 

effedtive energy. for the exponents h ·, J in Eqo 1 j.s practical= 

ly constaat and does not depend, upon t1 (Fig .. 2 )e Taking this 

into account by the known value c;,f ef(hp-~-rtJ at the neutron 

energy 409 MeV we have found that in our case the mean effecti~ 
, . 

ve energy is equal to (586 ±, 15) MeVo 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

J •.,) . . ~? 
The compa:vison of the obtained value ~-'(hp ..,,~n, ~(,:;i~~•t~) 60 tfri~ 

with the cross section found at the energy 409 Mev11 

tr(hp....P rr*Jat-(,t,~J,t~<O~) Hf~''\:.nn/A shows that the total 

· cross section for positive and negative pion production in (n=p) = 

collisions increases more t'..an te.n times with the energy increa= 

se from 409 up to 586 MeVo It turnes out that the dependence of 

the cross sect ion upon the maximum pion momentum 7, ma'< may be 

written in the form 

ef(11p~nt) ~h.r1.~, 
· lmif1.._)( 



This dependence is in good agreement with the depende~ce 
+ h ¼ t I fvQ/ 0 ( np -- n ) ,.._, (. m o.x feuad 1r1-- whi@lh '41fas obtained on 

the basis of the values of the cross sections calculated in a 

wide energy range by the known cross sections G'(np--n+to(pp--n°) 

and 6(pn--n°) under the assumption of charge independence of nuc

lear foroeso It is to be notec.!i however» tlat for CT(pn -- n-+-) 

at 580 MeV the· authorJlO/ give somewhat l@w, value (0,8 ± 1, 1) to-27cm 2 

whichi nevertheless 9 within the above-==aentioned_et~ors 

does not contradict to the magnitude obtain®<I in this papa>o 

The value determined is also in 5a.tisfa©tory agreemeat with 

the hypothesis of isotopic invarianceo R-.lly ~ according to. thie 

hypothesis 

/ 5 / 

... 
0 

-27 /JO/ + -27 IHI . 
CS (pp-- n ) = ( i 16 't 0/ 2.) 10 cm 2 

0. n d 0 (pp -- n ) =- ( 8, 5 to, 7 J 10 Cm 2 

-21 
then it turnes out that 6(np--n+)=(3t1,6) /0 cm 2 

what within the limits of the a~ove=mentioned accuracy coincides 

with the measured magnitude. 
I 91 o.ccord, nit,;) 

As 1~ known vthe hypothesis o~ oharg~ independence 

~-s-oord-ing-t,Q the cross sections of all the processes of pion 

production in nucleon=nucleon collisions ar~ experessed in terms 
x/ 

of the three partial cross sections 0
10 

> G"
11 

, 001 . C511 t'.WIJ 0 10 and 

in the wide, energy range ha.Te been studied i~lO/. The ·obtained 



magnitude of the eross section 6(np--n+) makes it possible 

to determine 0 01 at the energy 586 MeV: 

-27 
cro,:: 2 6(np->-n+J-611 = (a,8 ± o, 9) 10 Cm2 

It is als·o known10/ that at 409 MeV G
01 

:::( 0
1
23 ± o, U 9) x 10-

27
crr/, 

Thus, 6 o, sharply increases ,,1th the energy increase whereas 

the dependence 6 01 upon the maximum meson momentum is given by 

h~/7±0 18 
(501,......., Lrnax 

The total cross se.ction for pion production in (p0~p)= col= 

11s1ons at 586-590 Mev:\ls <:r(np ---· n t,oJ := 

a -~1 -
= (5 ( n p .....,,_ rl ) + Z 6 ( n p -- n +) :: ( 1 0

1 
1 ± 1

1 
'/) 1 0 ~- Cm ,,,_ 

fhe total cross section of (n-p) = interaction is equal to 

(J6 ± 2)10=27 cm2
o Therefore 9 in approximately JO% of the casea 

the collision of a neutron with a proton leads to the production 

of a piono 

In conclusion making use of the obtained magnitude and of 

the data from5/,lO/,ll/ let us compare the probabilities of 

pion production in the nucleon=nucleon interaction in different 

isotopic spin stateso lt--may. bei It may be shown12/ that the 

total c~oss section for pion production in (n=p) collisions 

+ 0) 6(np ~n-i 
may be written in the form 

+ ' I 0 
'2,6(hp--n- 10 )::: Dn + 6 n 

where 
/ 0 

CT n and G n are the cross sections for pion 

(J) 

product= 

ion in nucleon-nucleon collision in the spates with the isotop'b 

spin T == 1 and T = o, respectivelyo Assuming from the values 

given earlier 

\~ 
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from (J) one may obtain that 

So, in the nucleon interaction in the states with T = 0 and 

T = l pion production occurs with approximately equal probabi

lity_ and, thus, the nucleons in these states interact in this 

sense with identical intensity. 
© I 

The approximate equality of '6,n and ~rf indicates also 

that in the processes investigated at the energy close to 600 MeV 

the transitions as a result of wh;ch the pion-nucleon system turns 

out to be in the states with the total isotppio spin T = J/2 and 

T ~ 1/2 occur with approximately equal probabilityo The latter 

circumstance is very likely to be the main reason that the rat-
etep~ ~ n+) 

1o cs=Tnfr~;~:fjF) which in our case is equal to to Jo9 ± 1 is 

considerably less than teno The value of the ratio equal to 

ten may be predicted according to the hypothesis of the isotopic 

invariance under the assumption that the pion-nucleon system 

is always found only in the state T = J/2.12/ It should be.noted 

however, that the value of this ratio inl 12 1 has been obtained 

under some simplifying assumptions and may be in fact somewhat 

different o 

The authors are grateiul to Eolo Lapidus for the discussion 

of the results and to NoSo Amaglobeli for the assistance in the 

course of the present researcho 
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Figo 2,, 
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F i g u r e s 

The set up of the experimento n = is a neutron beamo 

M is ·a monitor (icmization chamber).o 1,2,J are schin= 
v 

tillation counterso 4o is the radiator of the Ceren= 

kov countero · q, is a filtero Pis a scatterero 

v· 

The dependence of the Cerenkov oounte:i.· ef:fti~1.f.::nf:y 

upon the velocities of the detected particle.so 

a) = the radiator 

watero 

made of plexiglass 9 !) = made of 

The dependence of the effective neutron energy upon 

the exponent of the maximum pion momentum in Eqo (l)o 

-

t 
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